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Abstract
Impacts on composites produce interlaminar failure (delamination) which
is difficult to detect in common maintenance tasks, and affects the structural
integrity. Therefore it is critical, for safety, to improve prediction tools in order
to perform tolerant damage designs. The numerical modelling of impacts of de-
formable objects (such as ice) on composite panels is still a challenge. Not only
the modelling of the laminate should be appropriate to reproduce its behaviour
and failures, but the modelling of the deformable projectile should be capable
to induce the corresponding response and damages. In this work a two-step
numerical methodology is proposed for the study of ice impact. First, the de-
formable impactor is analysed, studying the impact process on a rigid target (a
steel plate attached to a load cell). Once the deformable projectile behaviour is
fully captured, the ice impact on a deformable target (a carbon/epoxy laminate)
is studied. The composite material model takes into account intralaminar and
interlaminar failure in order to reproduce the laminate behaviour. Different ice
sphere diameters (30, 40 and 50mm) and impact velocities (50 − 250 m/s) are
considered in this study. All the results from the numerical simulations have
been compared with the experimental results.
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1. Introduction1
Fiber reinforced composites are, at present, one of the most common mate-2
rials in aerospace and aeronautic industries. Its excellent stiffness/weight and3
strength/weight ratios make this type of materials one of the best choices to safe4
weight in structural parts; for example the main commercial aircraft constructor5
uses them in more than 50 % (in terms of weight) in his recent designs. More-6
over these materials are able to safe manufacturing and maintenance times due7
to the ability to reproduce large pieces without joints. There are some draw-8
backs to these excellent properties: the brittle-like behavior of the composites9
increases the risk of sudden failure, and in addition they may present some dam-10
ages (which affect the structural integrity) that are difficult to detect in common11
maintenance task. One of these damages could be the delamination produced12
by impacts, therefore the authorities have reported that kind of menace as a13
key factor in the design of composite structures: literally from an EASA 201114
report “A critical safety issue for the design of primary aircraft structures is15
vulnerability and damage tolerance due to foreign object impact from bird strike,16
hail, tyre rubber and metal fragments” [1].17
18
Different authors have studied such type of events, from an experimental19
and a numerical point of view, using different kind of impactors. Hard pro-20
jectile impacts (such as metal fragments) on composites have been studied ex-21
perimentally since early 80’s [2, 3, 4]; regarding the numerical approach, the22
development of reliable material models has allowed to analyse and to achieve23
a better understanding of these kind of events, examples of it can be found24
in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The literature about impact events using hard25
impactors are extensive due to the simplicity of testing and modeling a non-26
deformable projectile. The study and testing of deformable impactors is in-27
herently more difficult, nevertheless it is possible to find studies regarding bird28
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impacts [13, 14, 15], rubber impacts [16, 17, 18] or ice impacts [19, 20, 21],29
mainly from an experimental point of view.30
31
Focusing on the experimental study of ice impacts, two different kind of32
works can be found in literature: those that study the ice impact against a rigid33
target and others that analyse the ice impact event onto a deformable target.34
The first group of works performs impacts of different ice geometries to obtain35
the impact force time history by means of a load cell or a Hopkinson tube. An36
example of these studies is the one carried out by Kim et al. [22], where a steel37
plate is attached to a load cell in order to measure the induced force produced38
by an ice sphere. The present authors published a previous work [23] in which39
impact tests on a load cell are performed to obtain the contact force, using a40
spring-mass model to reconstruct it, from the data measured by the load cell.41
Later Tippman et al. [24] used a Hopkinson tube to measure the impact force,42
by means of the unidimensional wave propagation theory, and hence avoiding43
the use of load cells. A different ice impactor geometry was studied by Pereira et44
al. [25] who performed tests to measure the impact force exerted by the impact45
of ice cylinders. The other mentioned group of works, which analyse the ice46
impact event onto a deformable target, can be subdivided attending the kind47
of target to be impacted: a metal (mainly aluminum) [21, 26] or a composite48
target [22, 27, 28, 29]. These kind of works analyse the deflection and damage49
appearance due to the ice impact, focusing in the interlaminar damage in the50
case of composites because it is the most important damage that appears. The51
present authors also studied in a previous experimental work [20] the influence52
of different ice sphere diameters impacting CFRP panels with different thickness.53
54
Literature describing numerical models for the simulation of ice impact is55
likewise scarce. The first attempts to describe the constitutive behaviour of56
ice consisted on the use J2 elastoplastic models with different modes of failure57
[21, 30], which are mainly standard models available in commercial codes. De-58
spite the simplicity of the mentioned models, the works showed its ability to59
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capture some of the effects produced by ice impacts on different material plates.60
Nevertheless the models fail in the overall description of the ice behaviour dur-61
ing the impact. Later Carney et al. [31] developed a constitutive behaviour for62
the ice taking into account its strain rate sensitivity and the hydrostatic pres-63
sure dependence of ice, validating the model with experimental results of high64
velocity impacts of ice cylinders against a rigid plate [25]. Chuzel [32] used a65
constitutive equation based on the damage model of Mazars [33] and modified66
it to allow degradation in the strengths; the validation of the model was carried67
out with both impacts against a rigid plate and a deformable plate (aluminium68
panel). Recently, Tippmann et al. [24] proposed a J2 elastoplastic model with69
pressure cut-off and rate dependent yield strength, validating it with experi-70
mental test performed against a rigid plate.71
72
Taking into account the different behaviour of a ’soft’ or deformable pro-73
jectile when impact onto a rigid or a deformable target, the differences of the74
impact process as well as the consequences in both cases, it is reasonable to75
think that any model proposed to describe the ice impact behaviour should76
require a wide validation to be on the security side. In this work a two-step77
numerical methodology is proposed for the study of the ice impact. First, the78
deformable impactor is analysed studying the impact process on a rigid target,79
thus the CFRP behaviour is not taken into account. A Drucker-Prager cons-80
titutive model with strain rate dependence for the ice is validated for impacts81
against a “rigid” target (a steel plate attached to a load cell). Once the de-82
formable projectile behaviour is fully captured and the model validated, the83
study of ice impacts on a deformable target (a carbon/epoxy laminate) can84
be performed. The composite material model implemented takes into account85
both intralaminar and interlaminar failures in order to reproduce the laminate86
behaviour. Different ice sphere diameters and impact velocities are considered87
to study the force time histories induced on the load cell and the damage in88
composite laminates of different thickness.89
90
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In this work the authors propose a methodology with the aim of having a nu-91
merical model capable of reproducing the impact of a deformable projectile, on92
different kind of structures, and hence study its effects which could contribute93
in future design developments. The methodology consists firstly on analyze the94
ice impact behaviour on a “rigid” plate to validate the numerical model of the95
ice (a deformable projectile ) and then study the ice impacts on a carbon/epoxy96
laminate (a deformable structure). It has been considered spherical ice projec-97
tiles to assure that the ice model is valid when different stress states appear98
on the projectile (compression and indirect tension) as well as a wide range of99
velocities in order to demonstrate its validity on different circumstances. In100
addition it is proposed a simplified CFRP model, in order to achieve a low101
computational cost, that predicts the damages that appear on the laminate and102
allows to analyze how they are produced during the impact process.103
104
The first section of the article presents the material models for the composite105
laminate and the ice. Then, the experimental tests used for the validation are106
briefly explained (impacts on “rigid” plate and on composite laminate) as well107
as the numerical modeling developed. Finally, the validation of both types of108
impact and the results obtained in the numerical simulations are showed. The109
last section summarizes the main conclusions of the research.110
111
2. Material modeling112
The numerical methodology proposed in this work pursues to study the113
ice sphere impacts at different velocities onto different targets: steel plate and114
carbon/epoxy laminate. In this section the material models implemented for115
composite and ice are explained. The numerical methodology has been imple-116
mented using the commercial explicit finite element software LS-Dyna v.971 [34].117
118
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2.1. Ice material model119
The ice material definition used in the numerical simulations consists on120
an hypoelastic, until failure, with strain rate dependence model. In order to121
capture the pressure dependence of the ice, a yield function based on a Drucker-122
Prager criterion [35], including strain rate dependence in the yield definition is123
considered. The model has been implemented in the commercial finite element124
code LS-Dyna v.971 [34] using an user subroutine.125
126
The elastic behaviour is provided by the following expression of Hooke’s law:127
σ̇ = C : ε̇e = C : (ε̇− ε̇p) (1)
where σ̇ is the objective rate of the Cauchy stress tensor, ε̇ is the strain rate128
tensor, ε̇e and ε̇p the corresponding elastic and plastic the strain rate tensors,129
and C is the Hooke stress-strain tensor defined by the elastic constants.130
131
The elastic regime defined is limited by a yield function, to this end the model132
assumes a Drucker-Prager yield function which includes the pressure dependence133
of the ice [36, 37] and the increasing trend of the compressive strength with strain134
rate. The Druker-Prager yield function (fDP ), defined in terms of equivalent135
stress (σ̄) and the pressure (p) can be expressed as:136
fDP = σ̄ − (σ0y + 3αp) (2)
where σ0y is the material cohesion and α is a parameter related to the internal137
friction angle of the material. Both parameters may be related to the uniaxial138








so that the Drucker-Prager yield surface is completely defined once σT and σC140
are known. According to the experimental findings of several authors [19, 36, 38],141
the tensile strength is constant but the compressive strength is dependent on142
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being ˙̄εp the equivalent plastic strain rate, σC0 the initial compressive strength145
and m, ˙̄εp0 material model’s constant parameters.146
147
To describe the inelastic flow, a non-associated plastic flow is proposed and148
integrated following the Kuhn-Tucker complementary condition and the con-149
sistency condition. Finally, two different pressure cut-offs were proposed for150
tension (P limT ) and compression (P
lim
C ):151 ⎧⎨











Once any of the pressure cut-off is reached, the deviatoric part of the stress is154
set to zero and the material only can withstand compressive hydrostatic stress.155
The parameters needed for the ice are obtained from the literature (Table 1).156
157
Property Symbol Magnitude
Density ρ 897.6 kg/m3
Young’s modulus E 9.31 GPa
Poisson rate ν 0.33
Initial compressive strength σC0 10.976 MPa
Compressive strain rate sensitivity m 0.0093783
Tensile strength σT0 1.72 MPa
Table 1: Model parameters for ice. [39]
It is worth to mention that the ice model, briefly explained in this section,158
was proposed by the authors in a previous work to study ice cylinder impacts159
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[39], where further details about the model can be found. On that work, the160
model was validated using experimental results obtained from the work of Car-161
ney et al. [31]. In order to perform a wider validation of the ice numerical model,162
it has been considered necessary to validate it with a different ice geometry (an163
sphere), a wider range of impact velocities and impacting against a deformable164
target.165
166
2.2. Carbon/epoxy laminate material model167
In order to model the behaviour of the unidirectional carbon/epoxy lami-168
nate, different approaches are used to take into account both interlaminar and169
intralaminar failures. An orthotropic elastic material until failure is used to170
reproduce the intralaminar failure, whereas the interlaminar damage or delam-171
ination is modeled by means of the use of cohesive interactions. Both, material172
and cohesive interaction are available in the commercial code. A similar ap-173
proach for high velocity impacts, obtaining good results, was adopted by the174
authors of the current work in previous articles [7, 40].175
176
The intralaminar damage model considers different type of damages based177
in the Chang-Chang model [41]. Distinguishing between fiber and matrix fail-178
ure for tension and compression, different variables ei (based on stresses) are179
defined for each failure mechanism. When the value of any of these variables180
reaches the value of 0 (e2i ≥ 0), the material is unable to withstand more stress181
in this direction, instant in which the stiffness of the material involved in this182
failure mechanism is set to zero [42]. This sudden decrease of stiffness could pro-183
mote excessive distortion, and thus numerical instabilities, which are mitigated184
removing the elements using a maximum strain criteria (ε < 0.05). The failure185
mechanisms are defined as a function of the stress tensor component (σij) and186

































































Maximum onset stress in mode I T 35 MPa
Maximum onset stress in mode II S 45 MPa
Coefficient in mixed mode μ 1.45
Energy release rate in mode I GI 250 J/m
Energy release rate in mode II GII 750 J/m
Table 3: Cohesive interaction parameters.











where δ0I = T/EN y δ
0
II = S/ET are the onset of softening in mode I and II, T198
and S are the peak stresses onset of softening in each mode; and EN and ET199
the stiffness of the different modes. Finally, β = δII/δI is the ratio between the200
modes.201
202
The ultimate displacement (δF ) is defined as function of GIC and GIIC (the203
energy release rate for mode I and II respectively), and the power law coefficient204


















3. Experimental tests for validation and numerical models208
This section briefly describes the experimental tests used to validate the209
numerical methodology proposed, as well as the numerical models developed.210
The numerical modeling implemented pursues to reproduce the impacts of ice211
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spheres onto a “rigid” and a deformable target. In order to validate and study212
the capacity of damage prediction of the model, different ice sphere diameters213
(30, 40 and 50 mm) and a wide range of impact velocities (from 50 to 250 m/s)214
were considered.215
216
3.1. Ice sphere impact on steel plate with a load cell217
3.1.1. Experimental tests218
In order to observe how ice behaves under impact conditions, ice spheres of219
three different diameters (30, 40 and 50 mm) were launched against a load cell,220
measuring the force induced during the impact. The ice spheres were acceler-221
ated using a one stage light gas gun, which uses pressurized air to impel the222
projectile through a 5 meters long, 60 mm calibre barrel (Fig. 1). The impact223
velocity was varied from 50 to 250 m/s modifying the canon air pressure. A224
laser sensor placed between the barrel muzzle and the target allows to measure225
the ice velocity before the impact. In order to launch ice spheres of different226
diameter using a canon of 60 mm calibre, a foam sabot was designed to adjust227
the mismatch diameter, isolating and protecting the ice from the friction during228
the acceleration, avoiding melting. The aerodynamic design of the sabot al-229
lowed its separation from the ice projectile during the flight (using drag forces)230
before the impact. The ice sphere impacts on a cylindrical 200 mm diameter231
steel plate (Fig. 2) which is screwed to the load cell (model PB-2 manufactured232
by Microtest, designed to measure load under impact conditions) in order to233
measure the induced impact force. Finally, the steel plate-load cell group was234
held to a back structure as it is shown in Fig. 2. The data acquisition system235
employed to register the data measured by the load cell was a DEWETRON236
DEWE-800 system specifically designed for dynamic applications, capable to237
capture data up to 1MHz. In addition a Photron Ultima APX digital high-238
speed camera was used to record the impact, and to verify that the ice reached239
the load cell without losing its integrity; different frame rate was selected to240
record the impacts ranging from 18000 to 100000 fps. The lighting, in order to241
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assure clear high-speed images, was provided by an Arrisun 12 Plus lamp head242
with a 1200 W Hydrargyrum Medium-arc Iodide (HMI) lamp.243
244
Figure 1: One stage light gas gun.
3.1.2. Numerical model245
The numerical model reproduces the perpendicular impact of ice spheres246
against a steel plate attached to a load cell. The ice spheres are meshed with247
reduced integration hexahedral solid elements. After a mesh convergence study248
the number of element used for the 30, 40 and 50 mm ice diameter are 23625,249
56000 and 109375 respectively, using a similar element size in all the cases. In250
a previous work [39], the authors explored the possibility of using an arbitrary251
lagrangian-eulerian mesh and a smooth particle hydrodynamic approximation252
to model the ice, but the results obtained by these techniques were similar to253
the results obtained by the lagrangian one, moreover this last technique was254
chosen because of its reduced computational cost. In order to avoid numerical255
instabilities due to large distortion suffered by the elements, a deletion criteria256
is implemented. This criteria is based on the equivalent strain; the maximum257
value has been chosen in order to not interfere with the simulations results258
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Figure 2: Steel plate, load cell and impact structure used in experimental tests.
(ε̄ = 1.5).259
260
Taking into account the experimental structure (steel plate-load cell-back261
structure) in which the ice spheres impact (Fig. 2), a spring-mass system with262
a steel plate has been used in the numerical simulations to reproduce the ex-263
perimental set-up (Fig. 3). The steel plate is modeled, using hexahedral solid264
elements (3772 elements), as an elastic material (ρ = 7850 kg/m, E = 210GPa265
and ν = 0.3) because no plastic deformation was observed. The other compo-266
nents of the load cell are modeled using unidimensional elements (springs) and267
masses with the values detailed in Table 4. These values have been obtained268
from the manufacturer specification and by modal analysis of the experimental269
facility [23].270
271
Regarding the boundary conditions of the model, the end of spring k1 is272
fixed and all the displacements, out of impact direction, in m1, m2 and the steel273
plate are impeded. In order to reproduce the impact velocity, an initial velocity274
was applied to the ice spheres. Finally, a penalty stiffness contact between the275





Steel plate 5.545 Kg
k1 1.61 · 10
8 N/m
k2 1 · 10
8 N/m
k3 3.7 · 10
8 N/m
Table 4: Masses and springs to model the load cell system.
277
3.2. Ice sphere impact on CFRP panel278
3.2.1. Experimental tests279
A campaign of ice impact tests on CFRP panels was carried out in order to280
study how this kind of impacts may affect these composite structures, widely281
used in the aeronautic industry. Two different ice diameters (40 and 50 mm)282
were launched against laminates at velocities ranging from 50 to 250 m/s. In283
order to perform the tests, the launcher previously described was used (Fig. 1).284
285
In this case, the ice impacts on square plates of 300 mm side with two dif-286
ferent thickness: 4 and 6 mm approximately (21 and 32 plies respectively) with287
the ply sequence presented in Table 5. The laminates were clamped to the rig288
structure located in the impact zone (Fig. 1) using a screwed steel frame, leav-289
ing a free span of 280× 280 mm. The impact event was recorded by means of290
a high speed camera (Photron Ultima APX); the lighting, as in the case of the291
ice impacts on a steel plate, was provided by an HMI lamp. A set-up scheme of292
the experiments can be observed in Fig. 4. In addition, some of the composite293
plates were monitored during the impact using strain gauges. The strain gauges294
were located on the back face at 30mm away from the impact point; each gauge295
measures the strain in the direction parallel to the side of the plate, as it is296
showed in Fig. 4. Once the impact was performed, the composite laminate297
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Figure 3: Steel plate and load cell system used in the numerical simulations
was inspected using ultrasonic techniques in order to measure the interlaminar298
damage extension.299
300
Laminate Ply sequence Thickness
21 Plies (45/ − 45/90/0/90/ − 45/45/90/0/90/0)S′ 3.9 mm
32 Plies (45/ − 45/90/0/90/ − 45/45/90/0/90/45/ − 45/90/90/ − 45/45)S 6.0 mm
Table 5: Ply sequence of laminates used.
3.2.2. Numerical model301
In this case, the numerical model reproduces the experimental tests in which302
ice spheres impact perpendicularly against a composite panel. The model pur-303
sues to study the capability of the numerical method to predict the effects of an304
ice impact on a CFRP structure. The ice sphere model is identical to the one305
previously detailed.306
307


















elements in LS-Dyna notation), each cluster was meshed with 4900 thick shell323
elements (and a Gauss point for each ply), resulting in 14700 (102900 Gauss324
points) and 19600 (156800 Gauss points) elements for the 21 and 32 plies lam-325
inates respectively, determined after a mesh convergence study. Regarding the326
boundary conditions of the model, the laminate sides were clamped (The 6 DOF327
were restricted along the 280x280 mm plates sides). Finally, as in the case of328
impacts on a steel plate a penalty stiffness contact between the nodes of the329
spheres and the laminate surface was defined.330
331
Figure 5: Finite element model built for the numerical simulation of ice impact against com-
posite laminates.
4. Validation and discussion332
This section shows the validation of the numerical methodology developed333
in order to study the ability of the numerical simulation to reproduce the be-334
haviour and effects of an ice impact, as well as its capacity of damage prediction335
on composite panels. The results of experimental ice impacts on a steel plate336
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(with a load cell) are mainly used to validate the ice model proposed. Once337
validated the ice modeling, it can be used to study the ice impact effects on a338
composite laminate, in particular the appearance of damage. The experimental339
and numerical results are compared and analysed.340
341
4.1. Ice sphere impacts on steel plate with load cell342
The model of ice used in this work was previously validated [39], as it was343
already mentioned, using experimental results of ice cylinders impacting against344
a load cell [31]. The stress state promoted by the impact in a cylinder is com-345
pletely different to the one that appears in an sphere. In a slender cylinder346
the stress state is close to uniaxial compression whereas in a sphere, both com-347
pression and indirect tension appears. Therefore in order to assure that the348
proposed model can reproduce the ice behaviour on different circumstances, it349
has been considered appropriate to extend the validation to a different ice ge-350
ometry (spheres) and in a wide range of impact velocities.351
352
The force time history, obtained experimental and numerically (Force in k3353
in Fig. 3), of impacts with two different ice diameter and impact velocities are354
shown in figures 6(a) and 6(b). The ice diameter and impact velocities were355
selected in order to show extreme values of kinetic energies (low velocity-small356
diameter & high velocity-large diameter) and hence observe the differences or357
similarities on the whole range of energies considered. The experimental and358
numerical curves show a good agreement between them: a sudden increase of359
the force at the beginning of impact followed by a gentle small plateau, and360
finally a slope to reach the maximum force value. Not only the trend, but also361
the maximum value is well predicted. In addition, the pulse force duration pro-362
duced by the ice impact is predicted correctly by the numerical simulations and363
hence the final impulse is well reproduced.364
365
The maximum force values, experimental and numerically obtained, for all366
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(a) 30 mm ice sphere at 67 m/s (b) 50 mm ice sphere at 211 m/s
Figure 6: Experimental and numerical force time histories for impacts of different ice spheres
at different velocities.
the ice diameters and impact velocities are shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed367
that the maximum force varies from less than 5 kN to more than 85 kN , for the368
cases with a higher kinetic energy. Fig. 7 also shows how the maximum force369
increases as the impact velocity raises and how the slope of the force curve raises370
when the diameter is bigger. As it can be seen, the numerical model not only371
predicts adequately the maximum force values, but capture the aforementioned372
trends. According to this fact, it could be said that the model is capable of373
reproducing the physical phenomena that appears in the impact process of an374
ice for complex stress fields.375
376
In order to study the ice impact phenomenon, not only the force induced by377
the ice projectile should be predicted by the numerical simulations, but also the378
general behaviour of the material should be represented. Ice impactors flow over379
the structure, spreading the impact load; thus for a reliable damage prediction380
of impact it is necessary that the numerical model predicts faithfully how the381
ice deforms during the impact. Fig. 8 shows different frames of the high-speed382
video recorded during the impact (18000 fps), at a velocity of 115 m/s, of an383
ice sphere with a diameter of 40 mm and the corresponding numerical frames.384
It can be observed that the numerical model is capable of reproducing, qualita-385
tively, the spreading of the ice along the steel plate as the impact develops.386
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Figure 7: Experimental and numerical maximum forces against impact velocity
387
The images of the impact recorded by the high speed camera show how the388
ice becomes white at the beginning of the impact (t = 55 μs). This is due389
to the appearance of cracks inside the projectile [23]. In order to estimate the390
failure or fragmentation process given by the numerical simulations, an internal391
variable of failure (which indicates when the behaviour of the ice is out of the392
elastic regime) is defined to evaluate if the numerical model represents faithfully393
the ice behaviour. Fig. 9 compares the numerical and experimental images of394
the impact process (recorded at 100000 fps), focusing on the failure process395
evolution. The upper part of the images represents the contour plot of the396
defined failure internal variable, whereas the bottom part of the images shows397
how the experimental fragmentation evolves, according to the whiteness of the398
fragmented zone [23]. Although the numerical simulation does not fragment as399
the ice does, it can be said that the numerical model is able to reproduce the400
failure development during the impact.401
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(a) t = 0 μs (b) t = 55 μs (c) t = 111 μs (d) t = 166 μs (e) t = 222 μs
(f) t = 0 μs (g) t = 55 μs (h) t = 111 μs (i) t = 166 μs (j) t = 222 μs
Figure 8: Comparison between numerical and experimental images of a 40 mm ice diameter
projectile impacting at 115 m/s.
402
According to the observed result it is possible to state that the strain suf-403
fered by the ice during the impact is small before the aforementioned failure404
variable is activated, therefore it can be concluded that defining properly the405
elastic regime of the ice model becomes capital to obtain good numerical results.406
The overall predicted behaviour of the ice is in accordance with the statement407
of other authors that propose an embrittlement with the strain rate of the ice408
[37, 43, 44]. Taking into account the results obtained it is possible to state that409
the proposed ice model, based on a Drucker-Prager criterion with strain rate410
dependence, predicts faithfully this region of the failure process.411
412
According to the aforementioned results, it can be concluded that the ice413
material model is validated, not only for ice cylinders [39] but, also for ice414
sphere impacts. In addition, the numerical results show the capability of the415
lagrangian approach to reproduce the impact phenomena. The validation per-416
formed enable the use of the model proposed to analyse more complex problems.417
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Figure 9: Failure development during the impact experimental and numerical comparison.
418
4.2. Ice sphere impacts on CFRP panel419
Once the ice model is validated, it can be used to validate and study ice420
impacts on composite panels. The goal of this second group of numerical simu-421
lations is to demonstrate that the numerical model developed is able to capture422
the appearance of the damage in composite laminates subjected to ice impact423
and that it can be a useful tool to analyse and design structures under this kind424
of events.425
426
Prior to study numerically the damages induced in the laminates by the ice427
impact, the overall behaviour of the plates is studied by means of the strain428
gauges measurements. Fig. 10 shows the strain experimentally measured and429
predicted by the numerical simulations, for a 21 plies laminate impacted by a 40430
mm ice sphere at 157 m/s. At the beginning of the impact, the ice promotes a431
compression wave followed by a plate bending; this behaviour can be measured432
by the strain gauges. The numerical simulations reproduce the overall trends433
and the values measured. It is observed that the magnitude of the compres-434
sion wave is underestimated, probably because of the use of a continuum shell435
approach. However, the tension magnitude and decay as well as the intervals436




Figure 10: Experimental and numerical measurements of the strain gauges for an impact of
40 mm diameter ice sphere against 21 plies laminate at 157 m/s
In order to verify if the composite material model is reproducing accordingly440
the behaviour of the impacted laminate panel, the different kind of failures that441
may appear are studied, comparing the numerical and experimental results.442
The model implemented is able to capture intralaminar damages, such as fiber443
breakage or matrix cracking, and interlaminar failures (delaminations) through444
the presence of cohesive interactions. The intralaminar damages barely can be445
observed, making difficult the comparison between numerical and experimental446
results: in the simulations hardly progress from the impact point, and exper-447
imentally only can be visualized in the cases impacted at high kinetic energy.448
Nevertheless, the interlaminar damage is spread out over the laminate from449
the impact point and can be perfectly quantified. Figs. 11 and 12 show the450
experimental (C-Scan) and numerical results of delamination in two laminates451
impacted at different velocities; the areas colored in red denote interlaminar452
damages. Qualitatively comparing the results, it can be observed that in both453
cases the numerical model predicts adequately the extension and shape of the454
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delamination. At low impact velocity (Fig. 11) the delamination spreads around455
the impact zone, which is well reproduced by the numerical model although it456
has to be said that, in this case, the numerical results underestimate slightly457
the delaminated area. When the panel is impacted at higher velocity (215 m/s)458
(Fig. 12) the interlaminar damage spreads out from the impact point over al-459
most the whole free area, only the zones near the clamped boundaries do not460
show delamination; this phenomenon is well reproduced by the numerical model.461
462
(a) Experimental (b) Numerical
Figure 11: Experimental and numerical delamination for an impact of 40 mm ice diameter
impacting against a 21 plies laminate at 157 m/s. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
(a) Experimental (b) Numerical
Figure 12: Experimental and numerical delamination for an impact of 40 mm ice diameter
impacting against a 21 plies laminate at 215 m/s. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
In order to compare quantitatively the interlaminar failure, Fig. 13 de-463
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picts the percentage of delaminated area versus the impact velocity for all the464
ice sphere diameters (40 and 50 mm) and laminate thicknesses (4 and 6 mm)465
tested. In all cases it is observed a sudden transition between zero delamina-466
tion to full delamination, which can be considered when the delaminated area467
is greater than 75% (red lines in Fig. 13). This transition occurs at a different468
impact velocity, which will be called critical velocity from now on, for each ice469
sphere diameter-laminate thickness combination. It can be seen how the nu-470
merical model is able to capture this behaviour for each combination, although471
the experimental results show a sharper transition than the numerical results.472
The influence of the ice sphere diameter and panel thickness, in the critical ve-473
locity, is also well reproduced by the numerical model. It is observed that, for474
the same panel thickness, it is necessary a higher impact velocity to reach full475
delamination with a smaller ice diameter. For a given ice diameter, the impact476
velocity that produces the full delamination is higher on the thicker panel.477
478
Taking into account the validation and the study carried out for different479
kind of ice impacts, it can be said that the numerical method proposed is ca-480
pable of reproducing faithfully the behaviour of the ice subjected to an impact,481
and the effects that it can produce onto a “rigid” and flexible target for different482
ice diameters and panel thickness. In addition, it has been demonstrated that483
the numerical model can predict the delaminations caused by an ice impact on484
a composite panel, being a useful tool to analyse this kind of events.485
486
Once validated, the numerical methodology proposed could be used as a de-487
sign tool previous to the manufacturing phase, or even to analyse some aspects488
of these impact events that experimentally could be very difficult, or unable to489
perform. Fig. 14 shows numerical results of the delamination and displacement490
evolution in a thin laminate (4 mm) impacted by an ice sphere of 40 mm at491
175 m/s. The displacement of the laminate centre increases suddenly at the492
beginning of the impact, as delamination does. Then, the displacement reaches493
a small plateau, while delamination continues growing, followed by the maxi-494
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(a) t = 4 mm φ = 40 mm (b) t = 4 mm φ = 50 mm
(c) t = 6 mm φ = 40 mm (d) t = 6 mm φ = 50 mm
Figure 13: Experimental and numerical percentage of delaminated area against impact velocity
for the two plate thickness and different projectile diameter.
mum displacement. It is reasonable to think that the peak force induced by495
the ice impact is reached at that instant. From that point, the displacement496
diminishes while delamination continues spreading out slowly. Therefore it can497
be said that the timing of delamination and displacement are directly related498




In this work a numerical methodology has been proposed to predict the be-503
havior and threat of ice sphere projectiles impacting at high velocity. To this504
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